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Abstract 
Today in economic and management field it is taken for granted  that the reason of a tourist service is basically the promotion of 
experiences. Indeed, tourists travel in order to live unconventional experiences. Consequently, the competitive advantage of the 
destinations essentially originates from the ability to meet such a need. And yet, which are the suitable tools to make the experience 
lived by tourists unforgettable? In this respect, the specialized literature offers a wide and multifaceted array of opinions. This essay 
highlights the problems and the issues of a specific school of thoughts, which sees the experience basically as a vehicle of 
spectacular suggestion. In this sense, experience and entertainment are quite the same, whereas in order to reach the optimum in 
the tourist offer it is necessary the building of artificial scenarios. In these scenarios, which can also be defined “dramatic”, the 
tourist can feel the extraordinary of situations which otherwise may be taken for granted (for example visiting the historic part of 
the city or going to shopping centers). The building of such scenarios surely confers sensationalism to a mere tour. However, how 
can these scenarios be included in cultural landscapes already established without somehow compromising also their authenticity? 
This paper arises exactly from this issue. In the attempt of giving an answer, the issue will be looked at from a perspective which 
takes into consideration philosophic, anthropologic and sociologic reflection. Therefore, this perspective is inter-disciplinary and 
basically epistemological. The aim of this essay is to develop a theoretical background feasible in defining an optimal experience. 
On the contrary, the building of an alternative model of experience is up to the future development of the research. 
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1. What is experience today? 
When we try to explain the wide range of connotations implied by the word “experience”, we often get a frustrating 
feeling of finding definitions that are too abstract, elusive and vague. There is always something lacking in 
incisiveness. The philosopher Hans Blumenberg compared these definitions to “metaphors” (1979).  We use them 
every time our language cannot bear the weight of the meanings that it would express with words.  
For example, this happens when we try to give a narrative form to horizons of knowledge that are too problematic 
for us. “Sacred”, is one of these horizons, and so are “nature” or “infinite”.  
As will be demonstrated,  “experience” is also the  part of this category.  
It is no coincidence that the pioneers of the Experience Economy that go by the name of Pine and Gilmour, in 
attempting to clarify to the reader their peculiar idea of experience, end up resorting, albeit unwillingly, to a figurative 
image: a metaphor..  
They tell the story of a man and his wife who arrive in Venice and ask the doorman of the hotel where they can 
soak up the authentic atmosphere of the city, in what square or street. With no hesitation, the doorman tells them that 
Piazza San Marco is the best place to go, at the famous Florian Café. Once there, the couple sits on the terrace enjoying 
the crisp morning air, sipping coffee and losing themselves in the spirit of one of the most charming old-world cities. 
One hour later, they get the bill. It is at this point that the couple discovers that this ordinary plain coffee cost more 
than fifteen dollars. Was it worth it? The answer is yes: “Absolutely!” (Pine & Gilmour: 1999).  
And here we are: according to Pine and Gilmour this is an experience as it should be. It is not the consumed object 
itself (in our case a coffee), but how, where and with whom we savour it.  
In this sense, experience is not something that can be briefly defined, but rather a complex set of environmental, 
formal and social factors that help shape a situation and give it value. 
2. The birth of the Experience economy 
All the activities of consumption tend towards the spectacular (Türche: 2012). As a result, the current consumer 
society is also a “society of performance” (Debord: 1967). Since the mid '90s, following the industrial economy and 
services crises, this mixture of consumerism and spectacle seems to have paved the way for a new market horizon; 
the so-called experiential marketing (or economy)  (Pine and Gilmour: 1999). Today there is a great demand for 
experiences. And the only reason for this lies in the fact that the latest experiences have been more impoverished than 
past experiences. 
People indeed believed that there was nothing more to “experience” after the Great War, the revolution of 1917, 
the crisis of 1929 and the advent of fascism, or after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the bipolar world. A 
“poverty” of experience that fed the need for experience itself.  And along with this need, the demand that emerges is 
the natural requirement for a market offer. 
Today the market seems to answer to this demand with the supply of experiences with emotional content. Therefore, 
experience management is defined aimed at prescribing techniques able to “dazzle the senses, hit at the heart, stimulate 
mind and imagination, teaching how to astound the customers by all incentives or  “clues “ the companies may have 
(products, services, personnel, physical environment, pricing, sales channels, communication, packaging, brand)” 
(Rescigniti: 2004, p.20). 
We tend to say that experience can also have a gnoseological value as well as a sentimental value, but we assume 
this more as a matter of principle than in reality. In fact, although in theory we recognize “the complex nature of the 
experience of consumption with its cognitive, sentimental and sensorial aspects”, actually we tend to give a “prevailing 
attention, if not exclusive, only to the last two aspects” (Rescigniti: 2004, p.22). For example, we say that experience 
(that is what every consumer actually tends towards) develops “through activities” (Abbott: 1955, p.40) and in any 
case into a process that encourages bypassing a rigid rational evaluation. In this process the aspect of extra-
ordinariness, is also evident (Mac Cannell: 1973). 
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An extra-ordinariness that is considered a source of involvement (Csíkszentmihályi: 1997) and to which, according 
to Holbrook & Hirschmann (1982), contribute unconscious agents (“fantasies”), emotional agents (“feelings”) and 
hedonistic or playful agents (“fun”). However they are agents that lead to the perception of a change in the “state of 
mind” (Otto & Ritchie: 1996) to which relates also a kind of reaction or a response by the individual person (Barry et 
al: 2002). Relatively recent studies struggled to clarify the requirements for a “well-designed experience” (Pullman & 
Gross: 2004) by suggesting, among them, the ability to establish a relationship of “loyalty” between company and 
consumer. Therefore, the valorization of the emotional part is crucial. Consequently, the more an experience is 
fascinating and emotionally attractive, the more it will approach reaching its optimum, namely the creation of a surplus 
value directly usable and spendable on the market. 
This type of interpretation, that mainly belongs to customer experience management, typical of the North American 
school, has been criticized.  
For example, recalling the great lesson of Wilhelm Dilthey (philosopher and father of German historicism), the 
British anthropologist Victor Turner highlighted how the emphasis placed only on the first of the two meanings is 
functional to the production of value (in our case an economic value), but not so much to the production of 
significance, that is what guides us and gives us practical direction in everyday life (Turner: 1985). Consequently, the 
richer the experience is in emotional value, the more we will get confused. According to Türche, the excitement of 
contemporary society is the reflection of this confusion (Türche: 2002). It is an excitement that presides over the 
reevaluation of the sense of things. In fact, over the past centuries experience has always had a sort of pedagogical 
role. Its role was to teach (De Matteis: 2014). Not by words, but by putting to the test. All this had much sense in an 
ancient society founded on pain (the courage to face it) rather than on the wealth and happiness of the majority. On 
the contrary, today with the word experience we mean the extraordinary, the sensational, even if the term sensation is 
no longer understood in its classical definition of perception, but has taken the meaning of shocking, incredible and 
spectacular (Türche: 2002). Producing a spectacular experience, enhancing the traditional one and transforming it into 
a spectacle, ensuring that the experience become attractive and marketable. These are the keywords of a whole new 
range of economic offer. 
3. Economy experience applied to tourism 
According to Abrham Pizam (2010), the creation of experience represents the core of the touristic sector. Tourists 
in fact travel to live rich, unique and unforgettable experiences; the competitive advantage given to the destinations 
derives exactly from their ability to give a successful experiential offer  (Tsaur et al.: 2006). Therefore, if the touristic 
offer is matched with an experiential offer, great development opportunities can be generated. However, this process 
may present some contradictions. The risk is that the authenticity of touristic destinations overlaps a kind of second 
reality, an increased, transfigured (virtual) reality. A represented reality, (or authenticity) (MacCannell: 1973, 1976, 
1992). 
Therefore, the great tourist representations aim at creating “dramatic scenarios” (Baerenholdt et. al., 2004, p. 51); 
in this sense drama is seen as the process of staging the reality. In these enchanted scenarios (whose construction is a 
work in which both the architects and mass media system operators play a part) a visitor can experiment the celestial 
delight of a lifestyle devoted to well-being, comfort and functionality (Ritzer: 1999). 
All that evokes thauma, that is to say what recalls terror and invincible curiosity, is here violently expelled, 
exorcized. Majestic Haussmanian avenues replace somber alleys. Majestic haussmanian avenues replace gloomy 
alleys; fetid and unhealthy markets, ancient churches give way to  trade malls, entertainment and exhibition 
centers.Finally, it’s Bukowski’s suburra, a city full of tricks and dangers, but also full of poetry and sparkling vitality, 
that gives way to a smart and functional city, where all the resources are accessible through telematic and informational 
infrastructures available to tourists as well as to residents. Undoubtedly, this is a safer, cleaner and highly organized 
city. However, is this a city holding all the complexity of reality? Or is it just a city to be admired? A city full of 
museums and monuments? The example of the Sassi di Matera is emblematic. And there are even more renowned 
examples. 
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4. The destiny of destinations 
Although briefly, we have tried so far to illustrate what represents an experience in economic and managerial field. 
It has been highlighted the specific features of a predominant interpretation (the North American one) and the 
differences between this way of interpretation and a more ancient and deep criterion (which will be later defined the 
“classic criterion” of experience). Furthermore, we have tried to explain which kind of needs the offer of Experience 
economy intends to meet. As we have seen, this need has been encouraged by the crisis in the concept of experience 
occurred after the tragic events of the last century. However, many arguments can be raised to contest this thesis, 
which is anyway supported by a rich background in philosophical field. Specifically, one of these arguments claims 
that the birth of experience economy is also related to the improving access to leisure, which in the past was prerogative 
of the wealthy classes. This argument sounds definitely reasonable and it surely deserves a deeper analysis, but in so 
doing we would miss the specific aims of this essay, which wants to examine the possible effects of the tourism 
experience on the local realities. With this purpose, we will illustrate the specific case study of Matera.  
 The city of Matera, the provincial capital  of the region Basilicata, lies on the border between the Murge Plateau 
and the basin created by tributaries of the river Bradano. One of these tributaries, the stream Gravina, circumscribes 
the borders of the original settlement. A settlement consisting of the so-called Sassi (Stones): Caveoso, Barisano and 
Rione Civita, three cave boroughs, inhabited since Paleolithic times, which have kept their original primitive 
appearance. Indeed, everything is dug into the rocks, just like in the past. Over the centuries, an extremely  sensitive 
culture has developed in these caves (La Cecla: 1998) which, despite its backwardness, has managed to successfully 
face problems as “weather”, “exposure” and “organization” (La Cecla: 1993; p. 22).  
Nevertheless, during the 50’s, American sociologists define life in Matera as “beastly”, a place people could hardly 
live in (La Cecla: 1998; p. 71.) In 1952, Italian authorities evacuated the Sassi for health and hygiene reasons.  
Approximately 20.000 people were displaced and housed in neighborhoods far from the old city. In just a few years, 
these areas were to become the epitome of a level of “poorness never seen before”. Bare and impersonal 
neighborhoods, unable to create the “network of relations” once existent in the Sassi. However, after 40 years they 
noticed that the area defined as scandalous, actually represented an important example of a traditional settlement: a 
product of a culture extremely sensitive to the harmonious cohesion between human and natural environments.  
In 1993, the Sassi di Matera were declared a Unesco Word Heritage site, a reward that acted as a pole of attraction 
for tourists. From 1999 to 2011, accommodation facilities grew from 8 to 24, and the non hotel/ self catering 
accommodation facilities from 3 to 100. At the same time, Italian tourists increased to 198%, whereas foreign tourists 
up to 423% (information reported by Buonincontri e Maggiore: 2010). Consequently, Matera became a tourist 
attraction; this is a clear example of how the value of a destination can be improved focusing on its symbolic and 
evocative aspects. (Buonincontri e Maggiore: 2010). In this case, it’s the historic element, or more exactly, the 
prehistoric element of the rocky environment, that evokes emotional associations.  
 Who visits Matera is aware of being immersed in a time and a place different from his own, which leads to new 
experiences. Therefore, Matera is conceived as a scenario of captivating experiences. In this sense, Matera is an open 
air monument, which has to be lived before being admired. Paradoxically, historic Matera is enjoyed chiefly by tourists 
(probably, just for a short weekend vacation). On the contrary, Matera inhabitants, isolated at the edge of their own 
city, can just watch the city as something far away. 
What if the same destiny befell Venice? What if its inhabitants? “The ones staying in the historic part of the city” 
would be just like “fishes in a fish tank to be looked at from the top of skyscrapers?” Might as well “force them to 
wear wig and crinoline, like ghosts or background actors in a theme park” (Settis: 2014, p.42). After all, the same 
destiny of alienation is common also to the citizens of lots of exotic destinations, compelled to live today, sur l’oeil 
of a demanding and presumptuous watcher, who demands to see everywhere (only) immediately recognizable images.  
 On the other hand, the more familiar an image is, the better it can be reproduced. Sometimes this can cause a lot 
of expectations. First of all, the need to verify. Indeed, a person chooses to go to a specific place because he already 
has an idea in his mind of that place and how it is […]; he has already seen that place on television, has already 
appreciated the images on travel magazines […], he has already read guide-books depicting in detail its atmosphere”  
(Aime & Papotti: 2012, p. 7).  
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A different concept is instead represented by the authentic peculiarity of a touristic destination. This authenticity is 
made up of a complex set of cultural stratifications: some of them are recognizable and familiar, whereas others are 
deeper and less easy to introject.  
 As an example, there are deep connections between Egyptian culture and Hellenic or Roman culture (afterwards 
absorbed by Islamic culture), but there are also extremely complex connections, which are difficult to effectively 
reproduce in media representation. It is more effective to associate Egyptian culture in its entirety with only the traits 
of the ancient Egyptian culture (the age of ancient Pharaohs); in other words, seeing the whole of Egypt as Valley of 
the Kings. Certainly, since the time of Khufu and Menkaure, history has continued Egypt entered the sphere of 
influence of foreign rulers; each of them left monumental traces there. Today however, tourists from all over the word 
are most of all attracted to the Pyramids. After all, visitors’ perspectives are always restricted to a very subjective 
point of view (Aime & Papotti: 2012). 
 Due to the complexity of cultural stratification, tourists are not able to fully appreciate the whole sense of a 
destination. At most, during his short excursion he may be able to get only a cross-section of the place (Leed: 1991). 
The question is: when the cross-section becomes a successful landmark (mainly in the media impact criterion), it gains 
also more significance and exposure in the context. It turns into the so-called pars pro toto: not a part referring to the 
whole, but a single piece in the puzzle, which actually overshadows the general vision. Consequently, in the promoting 
process, the exotic element of Indian culture may hide deeper and more significant features. India is considered and 
promoted only from the “point of view of mysticism”, seen as the opposite to alleged Western materialism (Aime & 
Papotti: 2012., p. XIII). As if in India there were nothing but spirituality; as if there weren’t (as in Pakistan and 
Afghanistan) a significant alexandrine (and consequently greek and therefore western) rationalism. 
 Similarly, the Celtic element can represent an easy interpretation of Scotland however at the same time, reductive 
of the entire Scottish culture (Hannam e Knox: 2010). The necessity to go along with the mainstream of economic 
development, leads to an important either/or decision: reinforcing the touristic reputation of the territories (based on 
few stereotyped considerations) or preserving the authenticity (the lived authenticity first and then the represented 
one)? For the residents’ point of view this is a crucial matter. In order to address the necessity of development, 
residents of touristic destinations (especially the less developed destinations) may bring outside and above all, 
interiorize, only few aspects of the their reality. The extreme consequence of which may be what the economist Serge 
Latouche defined as de-culturation. 
Two cultures come into contact: in our case, the first (the Western one) is more evolved than the second one. 
However, their meeting is not a “balanced trade”, but rather a “one-way flow” from the first to the second entity. And 
so the “receptive culture” is invaded and symbolically threatened (Latouche: 1989; pp. 67, 68). Once the inhabitants 
of the tourist areas have accepted defining themselves according to categories that belong to the development culture, 
they will have started “to judge themselves from the outside”, taking a road along which their best destiny is to become 
only a copy of a stereotyped image (Cassano: 1996, p.67): consequently, a copy of a copy; the vision of a vision. 
5. Conclusions 
When planning artificial experience entails the building of scenarios which aren’t connected with the surrounding 
urban fabric, there is the risk to alter the relations between the citizens and their favorite places. A habitat designed to 
suit the tourist is no longer recognized by the local people as their own, and the area's identity is irrevocably altered 
by this process of estrangement. Therefore, how can the tourist destinations satisfy the demand of an experience-led 
tourism without losing the identity of the places? This is the issue this paper originates from. In order to identify valid 
answers to such an issue we have decided to use an epistemological approach characterized by a pronounced  
interdisciplinary feature. In other words, we have paid attention to an obsolete but not less modern meaning of 
experience. This meaning, which is  philosophically and anthropologically characterized, is defined classic and it is 
different from the conception that nowadays is gaining importance in economic field. Therefore, the proposal of this 
essay is to combine the experiential driver so far analyzed in economic and managerial field with the classic criterion 
of experience.  
The comparison with such a model would be very useful in stimulating a consideration on the limits and prospects 
of the experiential offer not yet investigated, supporting the planning of more complete experiences that would 
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produce not only economic value but also ethical and cultural ones. Another purpose of the above-mentioned 
epistemological perspective may be to conceive a new category of market demand: the citizen-tourist one, namely a 
user which is at the same time inhabitant and migrant, which adds to the natural needs of the first ones (that is to say 
“live” the city he inhabits) the equally natural aspirations of the latter (that is to soak in the spirit in the frantic days of 
the journey). In fact, at present we have not theorized the existence of such a category, whose appearance on the public 
scene could contribute to creating a new urban balance capable of combining at the same time the motives for 
conservation with those of innovation. Today in actual fact you are either inhabitant, subjected to all the contradictions 
implicit in the artificial production experience, or a tourist, who experiences the city accepting its authenticity even 
when it is nothing but a reflection of a stereotype with no cultural depth. 
Instead the new perspective of the citizen-tourist would be ideal, not only to keep an eye on the environment we 
live in, on its modifications, the first signs of decline and the definitive urban degenerations, but also to be fore-warned 
before it gets out of hand, and perhaps to identify contradictions that are still resolvable within the field of 
sustainability. But also to go across the physical space of the city every day in a new way, to broaden or narrow it, by 
living it again or rethink it in a dimension that is unique, personal, intimate or collective depending on the moment of 
time and the subjective conditions. A space that changes as the colors of the sky or the sea: absolute examples of 
innovation in conservation. 
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